Lakewood Dentist Ronald L. Morse DDS, PC OF Ronald L Morse DDS PC Honored as a Top Rated Doctor
The acclaimed Dentist has been selected as one of the Top Rated Doctors and Dentists in Lakewood, CO to
be honored on a television commercial segment airing during the TODAY Show.
Online PR News â€“ 07-February-2013 â€“ (Lakewood, CO) Acclaimed Dentist Ronald L. Morse DDS, PC
has been selected as one of the top rated dentists in the Lakewood region to be featured on a television
commercial segment airing on NBC during the TODAY Show - the #1 news program in America. The
commercial segments introduce the best local Doctors and Dentists in the community to promote healthcare
and make the selection process easier for viewers at home.
Â
Doctors and Dentists like Ronald L. Morse DDS, PC were selected by an independent research team who
determined them to be the regions highest rated healthcare specialist through patient reviews on websites
such as: Web MD, Yelp, Rate MD, Health Grades, Angies List, Droogle and other leading independent
healthcare rating companies.
Â
One of the highest rated Dentists, Dr. Morse operates a successful practice named Ronald L. Morse DDS PC
located at 1726 Cole Blvd., Bldg. 22 Suite 140, Lakewood, CO 80401. Dr. Morse provides a premier dental
practice where patients can achieve an optimum level of health appropriate for him/her through informed and
discriminating choices. His consideration of his patients' overall well being, dental health, and needs
combined with his skilled use of state-of-the-art dental technology, such as CAD CAM E4D Dentistry and
Laser Dentistry, allows him to treat each patient individually with care and expertise. Together with his
associate Dr. Petracek, valuable expertise in cosmetic dentistry is complimented by a genuine care for
patients.
Â
Dr. Morses dental practice strives to deliver high quality dental care that lasts throughout the years. Fine
dentistry is the constant and time is the variable. Together, Dr. Morses team dedicates itself to listening to
patients needs and delivering a dental experience exceeding expectations. The shared goal is to help
patients obtain the healthy smile that they always dreamed of. If one places a high value on oral health as
well as a beautiful smile, one will appreciate Dr. Morses dental excellence.
Â
Patients and their parents hold Ronald L. Morse DDS, PC in the highest regard. I wanted to send a special
Thank-You to all at the office! As you know, I have that illogical (but real) fear of the dentists. Going to your
office makes the best of a situation I dread. Everyone is SO nice. very impressive! From the extra pillow and
blanket, to the adorable little puppies you brought in to put on my lapharder to be nervous with those cute
little guys! I might laugh at someone like me, but instead you are understanding and sincerely kind. Thank
you so much for going above and beyond! - Kathy
Â
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In addition to an overwhelming amount of favorable feedback and reviews from his patients, Ronald L. Morse
DDS, PC has been awarded over the years with several top achievement awards such as: Best of Golden
Award in the Laser Dentist Category by the Golden Award Program 2012; Patients Choice Award (One of
Colorados favorite Dentists) 2012; Top Doctors and Dentists Award for achievement in the dental field
(Featured on TIME.COM) 2012; CMUS Talk of the Town Customer Satisfaction Award 2012, 2011; 5280
Magazines Top Dentists in the field of General and Cosmetic Dentistry 2012, 2001, 2010 , 2009, 2008.
Â

Media Information
Ronald L. Morse DDS, PC
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http://www.drronaldmorsedds.com
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Lakewood
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80401
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